
SPICES Description UPC # Pack Size

Kissan Tandoori Masala                                      

Our signature product launched over 30 years ago, Kissan Tandoori Masala 

is a blend of fine quality spices that brings authentic aromatic tandoori 

flavours to every dish; vegetarian and non-vegetarian alike.

066033301064

066033301057

066033301040                      

12 x 145g

12 x 265g

12 x 665g

Kissan Tandoori Masala                                      

(NO MSG)

Delicious tandoori blend with no MSG, our first ingredient listed is spices, 

so you get the maximum amount of taste in an aromatic mix perfect for 

authentic vegetarian and non-vegetarian tandoori dishes.

066033305109

066033305116

066033305123                      

12 x 145g

12 x 265g

12 x 665g

Kissan Tandoori Masala                                      

(Natural Colours)

Tasty tandoori blend created with natural colours & containing no MSG. 

Suitable for all vegetarian & non-vegetarian dishes to infuse authentic taste 

with a more subtle colour.

066033305178

066033305185

066033305192

12 x 145g

12 x 265g

12 x 665g

Kissan Fish Masala

Seafood lovers will adore this coastal spice blend with a tandoori twist. 

Kissan Fish Masala is a mix of spices that can be used to create ‘pan fried to 

perfection’ fish and all types of delicious tandoori fish dishes.

066033201104

066033201111

066033201128

12 x 145g

12 x 265g

12 x 665g

Kissan Curry Masala

A beautiful spice blend used to create Northern curry dishes. The authentic 

Indian curry flavours truly emerge during the traditional multi-layered 

cooking process of crafting unrushed curry dishes. 

066033201029 12 x 145g

Kissan Garam Masala
A unique aromatic spice blend made with premium fresh ground spices and 

used extensively in Indian cuisine to give dishes a warm, full bodied flavour.
066033305048 12 x 120g

Kissan Tikka Masala

A balanced blend of gourmet spices that can be used to create all types of 

authentic Indian vegetarian and non-vegetarian tikka dishes. Gives you the 

same great flavours as Kissan Tandoori Masala, but without the red colour.

066033305086 12 x 145g

Kissan Chana Masala
Mix of fresh ground spices that can be used to create the most flavourful 

chana masala dishes. Can be used to create both curried or dry chana dishes.
066033305024 12 x 130g

Kissan Chat Masala
Delicious and appetizing spice that can be used to add some zest to fruit 

salad, chat, fried nuts, yogurt etc.
066033305017 12 x 145g

Kissan Tea Masala

An aromatic mix of warm spices that can be used to create the perfect cup of 

Indian Chai. Use to create popular drinks like those served in commercial 

cafes such as chai latte (hot or cold).

066033305079 12 x 130g

Kissan Madras 

Curry Powder

An earthy, fragrant spice blend with a blast of zesty flavour, used to create 

bold yellow curry dishes & suitable for vegetarian and other dishes. 

Especially complementary for savoury foods. Can also be used in sauces, 

marinades or flavoured oil.

066033305031 12 x 145g

Kissan Meat Masala

Kissan Meat Masala is a complete spice to make all kinds of non-vegetarian 

curried dishes. This unique blend of selected spices creates tasty meat dishes 

with its hearty flavour. 

066033305055 12 x 120g

Kisna Tandoori Masala 

(USA)                                      

The US compliant version of our well loved signature product launched over 

30 years ago, a blend of fine quality spices that brings authentic aromatic 

tandoori flavours to every dish; vegetarian and non-vegetarian alike.

066033301064

066033301057

066033301040                      

12 x 145g

12 x 265g

12 x 665g
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SPICES (Continued) Description UPC # Pack Size

Kisna Garam Masala (USA)

The US compliant version of our Garam Masala - a unique aromatic spice 

blend made with premium fresh ground spices and used extensively in Indian 

cuisine to give dishes a warm, full bodied flavour.

066033305109

066033305116

066033305123                      

12 x 145g

12 x 265g

12 x 665g

Kisna Tikka Masala 

(USA)

The US compliant version of our Tikka Masala -a balanced blend of 

gourmet spices useful for all types of authentic Indian vegetarian and non-

vegetarian tikka dishes. The same great flavours as Kisna Tandoori Masala, 

but without the red colour.

066033305178

066033305185

066033305192

12 x 145g

12 x 265g

12 x 665g

Kisna Tea Masala 

(USA)

The US compliant version of our Tea Masala - an aromatic mix of warm 

spices to create the perfect cup of Indian Chai. Use for popular drinks like  

those served in commercial cafes such as chai latte (hot or cold).

066033201104

066033201111

066033201128

12 x 145g

12 x 265g

12 x 665g

Kisna Madras Curry Powder 

(USA)

The US compliant version of our Madras Curry Powder - an earthy, fragrant 

spice blend with a blast of zesty flavour, used to create bold yellow curry 

dishes & suitable for vegetarian and other dishes. Especially complementary 

for savoury foods. Can also be used in sauces, marinades or flavoured oil.

066033201029 12 x 145g

PASTE Description UPC # Pack Size

Kissan Tandoori Paste

Made with our famous, Kissan Tandoori Masala, this convenient paste can 

be used to create your favourite vegetarian and non-vegetarian tandoori 

dishes quickly and easily. 

066033101039 12 x 240mL

SAUCES Description UPC # Pack Size

Kissan Butter 

Chicken Sauce

A rich and creamy authentic sauce that can be used to create flavourful 

butter chicken, malai paneer, or creamy tomato based curries, made with our 

renound Kissan Tandoori Masala. 

066033601027 12 x 400mL

Kissan Tikka 

Masala Sauce

Conveniently create favourite authentic tikka dishes within minutes with this 

savoury sauce. Kissan Tikka Sauce is a mixture of aromatic  ingredients, 

including Kissan Tikka Masala.

066033601034 12 x 400mL

Kissan Curry Sauce

A flavourful, mild sauce created from premium spices, for the perfect 

savoury vegetarian or non-vegetarian curries.  Enjoy the ease of an authentic 

meal without the hassle!

066033601010 12 x 400mL

Kissan Sweet Chilli Sauce

Robust, tangy and flavourful dipping sauce that can be used to accompany 

all types of Indian appetizers. Can also be used as a spread on sandwiches, 

or poured over fruit or bean salads.

066033601140 12 x 350mL

Kissan Hot Chilli Sauce

Hot and flavourful, great addition to spice up any dish. Use a few drops of 

Kissan Chilli Sauce over soups and lentils, or as a dipping spice to your 

favourie appetizers.

066033601164 12 x 350mL

Kissan Tamarind Sauce

Kissan Tamarind Sauce is a sweet and savoury accompaniment to any Indian 

appetizer. Use Kissan Tamarind Sauce as a dipping sauce for samosas, 

pakoras, mixed chat or aloo tikki.

066033601171 12 x 350mL

FRIED ONIONS Description UPC # Pack Size

Kissan Crispy 

Fried Onions

Top quality crispy fried onions useful for all types of cooking or baking. An 

excellent addition to any authentic Indian curries, soups or as a pleasing 

crunchy topping to savoury foods.

066033603120 10 x 1kg

BESAN Description UPC # Pack Size

Kissan Besan 

(Chick Pea Flour)

Made from channa dal, Kissan Besan is finely ground and perfect for 

creating authentic Indian pakoras and other fine Indian foods.
066033602017 8 x 4lb



JAMS Description UPC # Pack Size

Kissan Mixed Fruit Jam
Fruit jam fusion made from fresh ingredients adds a burst of fruity flavour to 

your food.  Also a great topping for crepes or ice cream.  
066033601201 12 x 500g

Kissan Mango Jam

Add the pefect amount of tropical sweetness to your foods with this tangy 

mango jam made from fresh ingredients, excellent as a spread or for baking 

a jam roll or on baked fruit cookies.

066033601195 12 x 500g

Kissan Guava Jam
Try this exotic guava jam made from fresh ingredients, to liven up your 

breakfast or even to create delicious treats with a fresh feel.
066033601188 12 x 500g

Kissan Strawberry Jam
Bursting with berry goodness, this sensational strawberry jam comes  from 

fresh ingredients and can be used as a spread, toppings and baked goods!
066033601218 12 x 500g

Kissan Pineapple Jam

A refreshing pineapple jam made from fresh ingredients to add a bit of 

tropical flavour to your breakfast or for any recipe asking for a bit of tangy 

sweetness! 

066033601225 12 x 500g

OILS Description UPC # Pack Size

Kissan Almond Oil

Kissan Almond Oil is 100% pure almond oil. Kissan Almond Oil has been 

traditionally used to massage and lubricate the skin. Kissan Almond Oil is a 

lightweight oil that is rich in unsaturated fats and essential fatty acids. It can 

also be drizzled over salads, meats, vegetables or desserts to add lush 

flavours.

066033700027

066033700034

066033700058

24 x 8oz

12 x 16oz

12 x 1L    

Kissan Mustard Oil
A 100% pure mustard oil. Very versatile and also a wonderful as a massage 

oil.

066033700218

066033700225

066033700232

24 x 8oz

12 x 16oz

12 x 1L    

Kissan Coconut Oil
A 100% pure coconut oil. Can be used in cooking, especially when frying. 

Also excellent as a hair conditioner and skin lubricant.

066033700416

066033700423 

12 x 250mL

12 x 500mL

Kissan Sesame Oil

Kissan Sesame Oil is 100% pure sesame oil. Kissan Sesame Oil has a 

distinctive nutty aroma and taste, which is not only ideal for cooking, but 

also can be used for massage as well.

066033700041 12 x 360mL

Kissan Alsi Oil

(Flaxseed) 

Kissan Alsi Oil (flaxseed oil) is 100% pure oil know for being high in fiber, 

high in omega 3 fatty acids and packed with antioxidants.

066033700089

066033700072

12 x 360mL

12 x 1L

Kissan Olive

Kissan Olive Oil is 100% extra virgin olive oil. Excellent for creating 

delicious salad dressings, drizzled over pastas, and in creating tasty dips, 

sauces and more. 

066033700096 12 x 360mL

Kissan Clove Oil
Sought after for its warm and spicy characteristics, this 100% pure clove oil 

is great for sugar scrubs, potpourri, cleaning & diffusing. 
066033502102 12 x 15mL

GHEE Description UPC # Pack Size

Kissan Desi Ghee

Kissan Desi Ghee is 100% pure Ghee. For over 20 years, Kissan Desi Ghee 

is the finest quality ghee in the market. Kissan Desi Ghee is ideal for 

cooking, pastries, the Keto diet as well as a variety of religious ceremonies.

066033210021

066033210014

066033210038

066033210045

066033210076

066033210083             

12 x 2lb 

12 x 1lb

12 x 1/2lb

 6 x 3.5lb

12 x 400g

12 x 800g                                

Kissan Vegetable Ghee
Kissan Vegetable Ghee is ideal for cooking and creating pastries and baked 

goods like baklava and fine phyllo deserts.
066033004071 12 x 2lb



FOOD COLOURS Description UPC # Pack Size

Kissan Egg Yellow 

Food Colour

Premium food colour powder in a radiant yellow, perfect for food items or 

baked goods. Created four times stronger than our competitor’s colour, use 

less but still achieve vibrant colour.

066033502041

066033502072

12 x 25g

12 x 400g

Kissan Green 

Food Colour

Premium food colour powder in a lush green, perfect for food items or baked 

goods. Created four times stronger than our competitor’s colour, use less but 

still achieve vibrant colour.

066033502027

066033502065

12 x 25g

12 x 400g

Kissan Red 

Food Colour

Premium food colour powder in an eye catching red, perfect for food items 

or baked goods. Created four times stronger than our competitor’s colour, 

use less but still achieve vibrant colour.

066033502010

066033502058

12 x 25g

12 x 400g

Kissan Orange 

Food Colour

Premium food colour powder in a rich orange, perfect for food items or 

baked goods. Created four times stronger than our competitor’s colour, use 

less but still achieve vibrant colour.

066033502034

066033502089

12 x 25g

12 x 400g

Kissan Pink 

Food Colour

Premium food colour powder in a soft pink, perfect for food items or baked 

goods. Created four times stronger than our competitor’s colour, use less but 

still achieve vibrant colour.

066033502096

066033502119

12 x 25g

12 x 400g

*Bulk sizes available upon request
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